MEMORANDUM FOR:  
Samuel R. Berger (BERGER)  
Mary C. Emery (EMERY)  

FROM:  
Richard A. Clarke (CLARKER)  

SUBJECT: SATURDAY NOTES FOR SANDY FROM GLOBAL

1. Somalia/Rwanda: We e-mailed you the draft summary and conclusions of the DC on Friday. We would like approval to send them out Saturday if possible.

2. Haiti: Alec Watson held a LARGE and somewhat wandering meeting on peacekeeping on Thursday and agreed to draft a paper. There was some confusion on the fundamental assumption operating: was this a force inserted before or after a political agreement? We said we assumed it was part of such an agreement. Could you please react to our paper to you on this subject, so that we can have some guidance for these meetings?

3. Cuba: State promises the Contingency Paper on Monday, following which you promised the AG a Deputies Committee. You have our draft overview paper for that DC. Is it the sort of thing you had in mind?

4. Counter-terrorism PDD: We have put a hold on the 1 May report to Congress, pending resolution of the PDD. If that hold lasts more than a few days, it will begin to attract attention.

5. Peacekeeping: As I know Jeremy has been urging, we need to have the Presidential meeting/event with the Defense authorizers and appropriaters soon.

6. Terrorism: On the subject of the recent Principals Committee, we now have the materials from CIA to send the package to the President. You will have it on Monday. I am informed that State has joined the consensus, but you may want to double check that with Strobe.
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